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The Gelfand-Stone correspondence between an abelian C*-algebra 
and the algebra of continuous functions on its maximal ideal space 
is thirty years old. Yet in the nonabelian case some very basic questions 
remain unanswered. One can’t expect to find a well-developed 
theory (like that for locally-compact spaces) which can instantly 
applied to the general case. In this paper we shall develop some tools 
and terminology for the general case which will be analogous to the 
topology of the maximal ideal space for an abelian C*-algebra. This 
structure will then be applied to the problem of generalizing the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem to nonabelian C*-algebras. 
This problem has been attacked before, of course, and the present 
paper uses these results as its basis. Especially notable is the work of 
Kaplansky [I.?], K a ~son [9], Tomita [16], Glimm [8], Effros [a, and d’ 
Prosser [14]. Kaplansky approached the matter by breaking off a 
special class of C*-algebras (Type I C*-algebras) and was able to go 
quite far with them. Kadison broke the ice for general C*-algebras by 
showing the key role that pure states can play. Glimm gives a general- 
ization of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, but use of the pure state 
space (rather than just the pure states) takes away the connection with 
the left-ideal structure of the algebra. (Glimm shows that the pure 
state space and the state space coincide for many C*-algebras.) This 
paper is more like that of Effros [7] in which he establishes the 
correspondence between the left-ideal structure of a C*-algebra and 
the order structure of its dual space. 
I. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We shall assume a basic knowledge of C*-algebras as given in the 
first few chapters of Dixmier’s book [6]. 
Throughout the paper % shall denote a C*-algebra with unit, and 33 
shall be a C*-subalgebra of @ which separates the pure states of @ and 
zero. For any Banach space X, X* shall be its dual space and X** 
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its second dual [X ** = (X*)*1. From time to time we shall consider 
various Banach spaces (especially @ and g) as lying in their second 
duals under the canonical embedding. We make no distinction between 
the elements of X and their canonical images in X** when no 
confusion can result. 
By Sherman’s Theorem [6, p. 2351 we may regard %V** as a C*- 
algebra in a natural way so that the canonical embedding of % into 
e** is an algebraic *-isomorphism. Jqp** is a W*-algebra 
(von Neuman Algebra), and it is here that we shall find our analogs for 
the topology which is available in the abelian case. 
We recall some results from Effros [7]. An order ideal in a partially 
ordered Banach space X (for present purposes X will be Q or @*) is 
a subset I of the positive cone satisfying: a, b E I Z- a + b E I; a E I 
and A>0 a scalar + XaEI; O<a<bbI+a~I. Effros proves 
that the norm closed order ideals of % are precisely the positive parts 
of norm closed left ideals. Also if J is a norm-closed left ideal in @, 
then the positive part of J” is a weak* closed order ideal in @*, and 
all weak*closed order ideals of @* are of this form. Finally if I is a 
weak*closed left ideal of @**, then the positive part of I? is a norm 
closed order ideal in a* and all such are of that form. 
We define the support of an order ideal I in %* to be the supremum 
of the supports of the elements of I in @**. (The support of a positive 
functional f E &* is the smallest projection q in %** such that 
f(q) = j/f I(; [see 5, p. 611.) If J is a left ideal in @, let 7 be 
its weak*closure in @**. Then J is a weak*closed left ideal so by 
[1.5, p. 2.21 there is a projection p E @** such that J = a**$ Call p 
the support of J. These are equivalent to the definitions used in [7]. 
If KC ?ZJ (or ??J* or %**) is any set we denote by K+ the subset of 
positive elements of K, by K1 the subset of elements of norm 1, and 
by KsA the subset of self-adjoint elements. 
By [5, p. 1261 th ere is a central projection z E @** which is the 
supremum of all the minimal projections in @**. We shall use z in 
this way throughout the paper. 
Iff E %* and a E WC* we define the functionals af and fa in 4%‘* by: 
(af)(b) = f(ab), fa(b) = f (ba) for b E %**. We may also write 
@**a = {ba : b E @**) or %*a = (fa : f E %**} etc. 
II. A SUBSTITUTE FOR TOPOLOGY 
Our procedure here is to look at the structure which exists in the 
abelian case and to try to carry it to the general case with as little 
change as possible. Let us keep in mind the following situation: Sz a 
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compact Hausdorff space, C(G) the algebra of complex continuous 
functions on 52, n/r(a) the space of bounded regular Bore1 measures 
on Sz (M(SZ) = C(Q)* by the Riesz theorem). There are many ways 
to look at the open sets of 52, but one way suitable for our purposes is 
to note that a set 1;2, C 9 is open iff there is an increasing net (a,> C C(52) 
such that 0 < a,(o) f 1 for each w E 52, and a,(w) = 0 for w $ Sz, . 
(This follows from Urysohn’s Lemma.) For the general case this is the 
basis for a definition. In place of the set 0, we shall use a projection 
in %**. 
DEFINITION 11.1. A projection p E %** is open if there exists a 
net (a,) C % such that 0 < a, tp. (i.e. lim, aar = p in the weak* 
topology of a**). If p is open, we say p’ = 1 - p is closed. 
PROPOSITION 11.2. A projection p E @** is closed isf p supports 
a weak*closed order ideal in %*. 
Proof. Using Proposition 1 of [2] p supports a weak*closed order 
ideal iff there exists (a,} C % such that a, 4 p in the weak*topology of 
%**; and the {a,} where chosen in the proof of that proposition so that 
(1 a, I( < 1. Thus arr’ = 1 - a, 3 0 and uor’ t p’. Thus p’ is open, so p 
is closed. Q.E.D. 
Looking at our model it is clear that we have the right definitions 
of “open” and “closed” when % is abeiian. Now the question is, what 
other properties of “openness” or “closedness” carry over (and which 
do not) ? Recall that a Bore1 measure m on Sz is regular if given c > 0 
and an open set 52, C Sz there is a closed set Sz, C 52, such that 
I m I PO - 52,) < E. We would want the elements of %!* to have 
“regularity” as well. 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let p E %** be open, f E a*+, and .S > 0, then 
there exists closed q E @** such that f(p - q) < E and q < p. 
Proof. There exists a net (a,> C % such that 0 f a, f p since p is 
open. Choose aa0 so thatf(p - a,,) < 42. Let x be the characteristic 
function of [e/2, I]. Th en ~(a,~) = q is a well-defined projection in 
%**, and it is closed because it is the limit of a decreasing sequence of 
elements of ‘S. [~(a~,) = lim, ~,(a,~) where 
-1 1 fort > -$ xn(t) = ilinear on 
t 
- - - 
; 
- 
2En’ ; )I 
. 
Thusf(P - q) <f(p - a,,,) + 42 -=c e. Q.E.D. 
5w4/2-8 
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Looking again at Sz, the points of 52 are the minimal closed sets 
which are non-void. Minimal closed projections exist as well and are 
analogous. 
PROPOSITION 11.4. The minimal closed projections in o)L** are the 
minimal projections. 
Proof. If p is minimal, p is closed by Corollary 2 of [,?I, hence 
minimal closed. Conversely, if p is minimal closed we show zp 5 0 so 
there is a minimal projection majorized by p. Now since p is closed 
there exist (a,] C f& such that a, J p. The map a -+ az of & into x& 
is a *-isomorphism since z is central. Thus if zp = 0, za, 4 0, so 
f(a,) 4 0 for every pure state f of %. (zf = f for every pure state since 
the support of a pure state is a minimal projection). Thus a, $0 in 
norm by Theorem 5.2 of [I]. A contradiction. Thus zp # 0, so there is 
a minimal projection q <p. Since q is closed by the first half of the 
proof, p = q. Q.E.D. 
Some remarks are in order about the last proof. First there is a 
mistake in the proof of Corollary 5 of [2] which is used above to 
conclude that the support of a pure state is minimal. (The conclusion 
of the proof of that corollary should state that f = g by [9] since the 
left kernel of g contains the left kernel off). Also the proof seemed 
to indicate that closed projections are determined by their images 
underp ---f pz. This is the case, as will be seen shortly. For @ separable, 
the result of Davies [4, Th. 3.21 is more extensive. 
In order to go further, we need some basic properties of closed and 
open projections. What about sup and infs of closed or open 
projections ? How far does the operational calculus go ? 
PROPOSITION 11.5. If {pa} is a set of closed projections, then 
p = A, p, is closed. 
Proof. Let I, be the weak*closed order ideal in G!* with support 
p, for each 01. Clearly fla & = I is a weak*closed order ideal. Claim that 
the support of I is p, hence p is closed. To prove the claim let f EI and 
q = sup f. Then q < p, for each (Y, so q < p. Thus p > support of I. 
Now let g be a positive functional with [I g [( = g( 9). Then j( g Ij =Q 2%) 
for each 01, so g E 1, for all cy, thus g E I. . . . 
We remark that there is the usual duality between “open” and 
“closed” so we get immediately that sups of open projections are open. 
Next we present a useful example which sets many of the limits for 
this theory. Among other things it is an example of two closed 
projections p and q such that p v q is not closed. 
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EXAMPLE 11.6. Let Q = CT=1 @ B(U,), where Hi is 2-dimensional 
Hilbert space for each i, B(H,) is the full matrix algebra on Hi . For 
each i let pi be a l-dimensional projection in B(H,) and p = ~~=“=, p, 
in @. For each i choose a one dimensional projection qi in B(H,) such 
that qi # pi, but /I pi - qi I/ < 2-i. Set q = cT=, qi in %. Now both 
p and q are closed in % * * but p v q (in @**) is not closed because , 
p v q # 1 (in 4?**) while a E &‘, a > p, 1 3 a > q * a = 1 (since 
for each i, a >, p =>ai~p,anda3q~ai~qi,soai3qivpi= li). 
Next we show that the situation in this example is typical whenever 
the sup of two closed projections is not closed. 
THEOREM 11.7. Suppose p, q E: %** are closed projections and 
11 p(q - p A q)jJ < 1. Then p v q is closed. 
Proof. Set J = %!*p + %*q. Then Jis a left-invariant subspace of 
%/* (i.e. af E J whenever f E J and a E @**). If we can show J is 
weak*closed, we can apply Theorem 4.8 of [7] to get that J+ is a 
weak*closed order ideal. Clearly then p v q would be the support of 
J+ and hence closed. 
To show that J is weak*closed we first prove it is norm closed. Note 
that J can be written as J = @*p + %*q,, where q,, = q - p A q. [If 
h = fp + gq E J, then 
Thus we can assume p A q = 0. Thus, %!p A @q = (0:. 
If J is not norm closed, there exist {f,} C @*p and {g,} C 4Y*q such 
that ]]f, 1) = )Ig, 1) = 1 for all n and j] f, - g, 1) < 2-“. Choose 
{an> c e** such that 11 a, I[ = 1 and fI(a,) = 1 for ail n. Then 
1 = Ilfn(a,)ll = Ilfn(anP)II <IIg,(a,P)ll + 2-n= 2-n + Ilknq)(~,p)II = 
2-” + II g,(a,pq)ll < 2-” + I] pq 11 < 1 for large values of n. A contra- 
diction. Hence J is norm closed. 
To show J is weak*closed we need only show that the unit ball of J 
is weak*closed (by a classical theorem of Banach). Let (f= + ga} be a 
net in the unit ball of J with (fa + g,) -+ h weak* and {fJ C %*p, 
(g@} C %*q. Since J is norm closed, the open mapping theorem gives 
that {h> and {gJ are bounded nets. Since 9Pp and %'*q are weak* 
closed, their bounded sets are relatively compact. Thus by taking 
subnets if necessary we may assume fm -+ f E &*p and g, -+ g E %*q. 
Thus (fe + g4) -+ (f + g) = h g J, so J is weak*closed. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 11.8. If p is a finite dimensional projection, then p is 
closed. 
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Proof. If p is n dimensional, p = p, + a-* + p, where the pi are 
orthogonal one dimensional projections. Clearly p, and p, satisfy II.7 
so p, v p, = p, + p, is closed. Also (pi + pz) and p, satisfy 11.7, so 
(p, + p2) v p, = p, + p, + p, is closed, etc. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 11.9. If p, q E 4” are projections with p closed and q 
finite dimensional, then p v q is closed. 
Proof. p and q satisfy 11.7. Q.E.D. 
Going back to our model of the compact Hausdorff space J2, two 
other properties suggest themselves for generalization-compactness 
and category. The first is easy if we use the “right” characterization 
of compactness. 
PROPOSITION II. 10. Suppose (pa> is a family of closed projections 
in %!** with the jinite intersection property (i.e. AaPKpo # 0 for each 
jinite set K). Then Aa p, # 0. 
Proof. Let la be the weak*closed order ideal in 9* with support 
p, . Then for K a finite set of indices, AoeKpn is the support of nueK Ia, 
which is thus a non-void weak*closed order ideal. Now looking at 
the unit spheres IiN which are compact in the weak*topology, we get 
(&P), = nbl 1r” # 0. Thus AUp, # 0 since it is the support of 
(J, P as in 11.5. Q.E.D. 
In order to get at the problem of category and, more importantly, to 
investigate the Stone-Weierstrass problem, we must bring in the 
concept of the regularity of projections. This was first introduced by 
Tomita [16] and expanded by Effros [7]. 
DEFINITION 11.1 I. If p E %** is a projection, we denote by fi the 
closure of p which is the smallest closed projection majorizing p. 
The definition of regularity may now be stated as follows. A projec- 
tion p E %** is regular if I( up (I= )I up/j for each a E a. We prove that 
this definition is equivalent to Tomita’s. 
PROPOSITION 11.12. Let p E ??/** be a projection and v : @ -+ %** 
be defined by q(a) = up. Let I be the kernel of y. Then p is regular isf 
Ija+II/ = IjapIIforeachaE@. 
Proof. Define q0 : 4 + 42** by To(a) = p a-and letI, = kerFo,. 
Now I and l,, are both norm closed left ideals in Q and 13 I, . Claim 
1 = I,, . Now since B is closed 3’ = 1 - p is the support of I,, . Let 
q = support of I. Th en q’ is closed and q’ ,( p, but q’ > p since 
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q < p’. (We have that q is the limit of an increasing net {a,> in I and 
a,p = 0 for each 01, so qp = 0.) Thus q’ = 3 by the definition of 
8, so I, = I. Since 3 is closed, Theorem 6.1 of [fl shows that 
IIa$[[ = [(a +I,[/ = j[ a +I(j for each a~%. Q.E.D. 
The importance of regularity is brought out by Effros in 
Theorem 6.1 of [7l. Th e next result is of the “category” type. 
PROPOSITION 11.13. Let {p,> b e a decreasing sequence of regular open 
projections in V* with p, = 1 for each n. Then AZ=1 p, # 0. 
Proof. For each n there exists {aan”> C 4 with aaR j, p,‘. Thus 
K, = (f E q++ :f(a,“) > 8 for all a} is closed in the relative weak* 
topology of %I . *+ If f were an interior point of K, (for the relative 
weak* topology), then the regularity of pn and Theorem 6.1 of [7] give 
that f E (%*pJ1*. Thus there isg E (@*p&f r\ K, , so g(p,) = 1 and 
g( P,‘) = lima da,“) 2 Q, a contradiction. Thus K, is nowhere dense 
in a?+, so (Jl, K, # % T+ by the Baire Category Theorem. If 
h E %f* - l-J,“=, K, , then h( p,‘) < i for all n, so h( V,“=, p,‘) < 4. 
Thus VEzl p,’ # 1. Q.E.D. 
One might ask if all open projections are regular. The next result 
is a partial answer, 
PROPOSITION 11.14. If 92 is a W*-algebra, each open projection in 
OF* is regular. 
Proof. Let p E % ** be open and (a,} C @ with 0 < a, tp. Then 
lim a, = q exists in 9, since @ is a W*-algebra. Clearly q is a 
projection and q > p. Also q is closed since q’ E % trivially implies q’ 
is open. Claim that q = p. This is true because ap = 0 iff aa, = 0 
for all 01 iff aq = 0 for a E %. But 11 ap[l = lim, (1 aa,(I = (1 aqI[ = !I aFl[, 
so p is regular. Q.E.D. 
Now we return to the matter of determining open and closed 
projections by their images under the map @* * -+ z4* *. The concept 
of closure is useful here. 
PROPOSITION 11.16. If p E a** is closed, (3) = p, and zp is regular. 
Proof. Let I be the weak*closed order ideal in %* with support p. 
Then I1 is weak*closed, convex and compact and its extreme points 
are easily seen to be pure states. Thus the K&n-Milman Theorem, 
I1 is the closed convex hull of the pure states it contains. But xl, 
contains all the pure states of I1 and is convex, so I1 is the weak* 
closure of ~1, . Thus I1 is the weak*closure of zl, . But z1 is a norm 
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closed order ideal (since x is central), so by Theorem 6.1 of [7] zp is 
regular and 3 = p. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM II. 17. If p, q E @Y* * are either open or closed and zp 3 zq, 
then p > q. 
Proof. If both are closed, p = ($) 3 (24) = q. If both are open, 
7 7 
p’ = (zp ) < (24) = q‘, so p > q. If p is closed and q open, choose 
nets (a,>, {by) C % with a, jp, b,, t q. Then z(a, - b,) > 0 for each (Y 
and y since za, 3 zp > zq 3 zb,, , so (a, - b,,) > 0 (since % -+ z@ is 
a *-isomorphism). Thus lima,Y(a, - b,) = (p - q) > 0. 
Now suppose p is open and q is closed. Let {a,} C @ and 0 < aar t p. 
To prove p > q we need only prove g(u,) -+ 1 for each state g with 
g(q) = 1. 
Let 6 = inf, lim,(g(a,) : g is a state, g(q) = l}. If 6 = 1, we are 
done. If not, 6 < 1, so let K, = {g : g is a state, g(aJ < 6, g(q) = 1). 
Since q is closed, the set R of states g for which g(q) = 1 is weak* 
compact. Thus for each cy, the function g -g(a,) taking R into the 
positive reals assumes a minimum, which must necessarily be ,<S. 
Thus {K,} is a decreasing, directed by inclusion, family of non-void, 
compact, convex sets. Hence n K, = K is non-void, convex and 
compact, so by the Krein-Milman Theorem K has an extreme point f. 
We shall prove that f is an extreme point of R and hence a pure 
state (since R is the set of norm one elements in the order ideal with 
support q). 
Suppose f is not extreme in R. Then there exist states fl and fi in R 
and X E (0, 1) such that f = Afi + (1 - A) f2 . If say fi $ K, then 
there is an index a0 such that fi(ayo) > 6, so fi(a,) > 6 for all a 3 iyO . 
Thus fi(a,) < 6 for all (II > LY,, , smce 
But lim, fi(a,) > 6 and so lim, fi(a,) < 6, since lim,f (a,) = 6. 
This contradicts fi(a,) 3 fi(aeo) > 6 for all ac > (Ye . Thus f is pure. 
By hypothesis, zp > zq, so we have that lim,f(a,) = lim, f (zaJ = 
f(q) >f (zq) = 1. Th is contradicts the assumption 6 < 1. Q.E.D. 
Two other topological questions can be readily translated from our 
model of the compact Hausdorff space 9. If a set Sz, C G is both open 
and closed, its characteristic function lies in C(sZ), and conversely. 
The same result holds in our more general situation. 
PROPOSITION II. 18. A projection p E %** is open and closed iff 
p E 42. 
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Proof. Clearly p E Q implies p and p’ both open, hence closed. 
Now if p is open and closed, there exist nets (a,} and {b,} in ‘43 with 
a, $ p and b, T p. Then (a, - by) 4 0 as a doubly indexed net, so 
[I, Th. 5.11 gives that 11 uor - b, 1) -+ 0. But (a, - p) < (a, - b,), so 
II a, - P II < II a, - b, II -+ 0. Thus a, -+p in norm, sop E @. Q.E.D. 
The last question we raise in this section is that of the Hausdorff 
property. Does this carry over? Can we even get normality? The 
following result can probably be improved. 
THEOREM 11.19. Let p, be closed and p, one dimensional in a** 
with p,p, = 0. Then there exist open projections q1 and qz in 42** such 
that qlqz = 0, ql > P, , and q2 2 p, . 
Proof. Let I be the norm closed left ideal of @ with support p, . 
Set A = I n I*. Then A is a C*-subalgebra of 4Y. Let f be the pure 
state of @ with support p, . We shall show that f is pure on A as well. 
Suppose f IA is not pure. Then there are states fi and $Z 
of % and h E (0, 1) such that f JA = Afi JA + (1 - h)f, I,,, . There 
is a net (a,> C A+ with a, t pi’. Since p,p, = 0, f(p,‘) = 1, so 
fi(Pl’) = 1 = fdPl’). s ince f is pure, there is a E %+ with Ij a I/ < 1 
and f(u) # hfi(u) + (1 - X) fi(u). Now by [7] A+ is an order ideal, 
and for each cy, 0 < a,~, < uo2 E A+, so u,uu, E A+. Thus 
f(%S> = ~fi(u,uua) + (1 - h)f ( s a,aa,) and passing to the limit we 
get 
f(a) = f(P,‘uP,‘) G Ii,” fGw,> = VdPl’~Pl’) + (1 - 4fdP1’uP,l) 
= m4 + (1 - ~).f2(4, 
a contradiction of the choice of a. Thus f is pure on A. 
Now by Kadison’s result [9] there exists a,, E A with 11 a, )] < 1, a, 
self-adjoint, and f (a,,) = 1. Thus if ql. = ~(-~,+)(a,,) and qz = ~(~,~)(a~) 
(where x(-s,+) is the characteristic function of (-2,-&) etc.), then q, 
and Q2 are open by spectral theory and q1q2 = 0. Also 
f (4 = 1 = f(uo2), so Q2 3 P, 9. and the fact that q1 > p, comes from 
a, E A (so a,,~, = 0). QED. 
III. STONE-WEIERSTRASS TYPE THEOREMS 
In this section we assume that g is a C*-subalgebra of 4 which 
separates the pure states of 9 and zero. (i.e. If f, g E {h : h is a pure 
state of @ or h = 01 and f # g, then there is b E &4? such that 
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f@) f g(b)*) Th e most desirable generalization of the Stone- 
Weierstrass Theorem would be that @ = @. Kaplansky [13] proved 
this (in a different form) for a special class of C*-algebras, the 
Type 1’s. In this paper we prove it for Type I IV*-algebras and finite 
IV*-algebras. For general C*-algebras we add various additional 
hypotheses to arrive at the conclusion &? = 4, though we don’t know 
if any of these are necessary. First there are some preliminary lemmas 
and remarks. 
Let i : &‘--+ @ be the inclusion map. Then i* : %!* + a*, 
i** : a** -+ @**. We shall identify the images of i in @ and i** in 
@** with .%? and &@** respectively; usually i and i* * will not be 
mentioned. Our first task is to prove that i* is an isometry on z@*. 
We do this by proving that z E &?** and that A#** = x%**. Since 
the dual of z&* is z@** and the dual of zG’* is z.%?**, we get ix 
isometric on z%*. 
LEMMA 111.1. 99 contains the unit 1 of S. 
Proof. Let {b,) C 9Y be a positive increasing approximate identity 
for a by [6,p. 151. Letfb e a p ure state of @ and 7rf the canonical 
cyclic representation. Then by [6, p. 2241 nI(9Y) is irreducible, so 
llfhll = 1 and fl, is a pure state of a. Thus lim,f(&) = 1 by 
16, p. 231. Sincefwas an arbitrary pure state of %!, Theorem 5.1 of [I] 
applies to give that {b,} is an approximate identity for 9Y, hence 
)I b, - 1 /I --f 0, so 1 E g. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 111.2. &?** contains the minimal projections in @**, 9#** 
contains z, z%** = z%**, and i* is isometric on A?‘*. 
Proof. By the definition of z and the discussion above, we need 
only prove that if p E @** is a minima1 projection in @**, then 
p E 9?**. Let f be the pure state of 4? with support p. Then f I9 is 
pure [6, p. 2241, so there is a minimal projection q E 9** which 
supports f. We prove q = p. 
Since q is minimal in 9* *, q is closed for 9. (Note that a has a unit, 
so all of II applies to 99.) Hence there is a net {b,) C 9Y with 1 > 6, 4 q. 
Thus b, 4 q in %**, since a** has the relative topology as a subset of 
@**, so q is closed for @. If I is the weak*closed order ideal in @* 
with support q, the extreme states of I are pure states. If g E I is a pure 
state, then g(q) = 1, so g la has support q, since q is 9** minimal. 
Thus g la = f jl , so g = f since A? separates pure states. Thus there 
is only one extreme state f in I, so the Krein-Milman Theorem gives 
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that I = {hf : X 3 O}. S ince p supports I, 4 is one dimensional, but 
q >, p sincef(q) = 1. Thus q = p. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready for our first theorem of the Stone-Weierstrass 
type. This is a satisfying result because of its high algebraic content. 
THEOREM 111.3. If B separates the norm closed left ideals of %!, then 
93 = (-?I!. 
Proof. If g # a!, then we can surely find a self-adjoint functional 
m E %‘* which is non-zero but vanishes on a. Thus there exists a E eSA 
with m(a) f 0. Let A be the C*-subalgebra of @ generated by a and 1. 
Then A is isomorphic to C(K), for K a compact Hausdorff space. 
Restricting m to A we can consider m as a non-zero regular Bore1 
measure on K, so that m is non-zero on some open set K, C K. Let 
(a,) C A+ be an increasing net converging to the characteristic 
function of K, . Thus m(a,) -+ m(K,) # 0 (loosely regarding m as a 
measure and as a functional). 
Now let I be the closed left ideal of % defined by 
I = (u E %! : lim 11 aa, - a 1) 7 O}: 
Then I n $8 is a left ideal in 8, so by [6, p. 161 it has an .approximate 
identity (by} C I n ?8. Let J = (a E +Z : jl ab, - a 1) y -+ 01. Then 
In 9 = J n g, so I = J by hypothesis. Thus in %** we have 
lim, a, = lim, b, , so lim, m(a,) = lim, m(b,,) = 0, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
The next theorem pushes to its limit a technique used by Glimm 
[8, p. 2291. Ag ain the good point is the algebraic character of the 
additional condition. The proof is broken up into lemmas which will 
be useful later. If A C & is a two-sided ideal, we shall, for convenience 
identify B/A n g with its natural injection into 4/A. 
LEMMA 111.4. If A C % is a norm closed two-sided ideal of ‘43 with 
support q in @**, then q E S**; and there is an increasing net 
(b,} C (9 n A)+ which is an approximate identity for A. 
Proof. If we prove the last statement, it is clear that 6, r q, so that 
PEg **. By [6, p. 2231 iff is a pure state of A, then f JAnl is a pure 
state also. Thus if (6,) C (A n a)* is an approximate identity for 
A n g’, f(h) t 1 f or each such f. Thus Theorem 5.1 of [I] applies 
to give that {b,) is an approximate identity for A. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 111.5. If m is an extreme point of {h E 9* : I( h (( < 1, h is 
self-adjoint, h(B) = 0) and I is the largest two-sided ideal in ker(m), 
then I is a prime ideal and %/I is NGCR. 
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Proof. If 9 = @‘, the result is trivial. If 9 # %, {h E @* : jJ h // < 1, 
h(B) = 0, h self-adjoint} must be non-void and is also compact and 
convex. The Krein-Milman Theorem applies to give that it has an 
extreme point m. Let I be the largest two-sided ideal in ker(m). (Since 
m is continuous, ker(m) is closed, so I exists and is closed.) 
Suppose J and K are closed two-sided ideals in Q with J $ I, 
K 2 1, but J n K C I (the negation of the conclusion that I is prime). 
Let p, q, and r be the supports of I, J, and K, respectively in @**, 
Since I, J, and K are two-sided ideals, p, q, and r are central projections 
[IS, p. 2.31. Since J n K Cl, qr <p. Since I C ker(m), we have 
mp = 0, so mqr = 0 as well. Thus by the discussion in $1 of [I], 
m = mq + mr - m(qr) = mq + mr with jj mq /I + /j mr /j = I( m jj = 1. 
But if b E g, (mq)(b) = m(bq) = 0 = m(b) = (mr)(b) since m 
vanishes on &?** and q, Y E 9 ** by 111.4. This contradicts the 
extremity of m. 
To see that %,/I is NGCR we use [6, p. 2241 to get that the largest 
G.C.R. ideal of @ is contained in 9#, hence in ker(m) and I. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 111.6. If @/I = 93/g n I for each closed, two-sided, 
prime ideal I C 49, then g = %. 
Proof. If I and m are as in III.5 with g # Q, then @/I # S? IT I 
because m(&?/a n I) = 0 with m # 0. Since I is prime, this is a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
In [8] Glimm introduces the pure state space P of %‘, which is the 
closure in the weak’topology of the set of pure states of %, and 
proves that 9? = % if 9 separates the points of P. His key result 
there is that P consists of all states when 4 is NGCR and {O> is a 
prime ideal of %. We may thus use Lemma III.5 to shorten Glimm’s 
proof by eliminating a difficult section (Section 11.4 of [S]). The 
following result is a variant on Glimm’s Theorem. Recall that for 
any statef of @ there is a canonical cyclic representation 7rf of Hilbert 
space H, associated with f and a map qr : @ + H, with dense range 
C6, P- 321. 
THEOREM 111.7. Iffy d is ense in H, for each f E P, then B’ = 4%. 
Proof. Suppose a # %. Let m and I be as in Lemma 111.5. Let 
m = m+ - m- be the decomposition into positive and negative parts 
[6, p. 401. Set h = m+ + m-. By [6, p. 2271 the pure state space of 
@/I is the entire set of states of %/I. Thus h lies in the pure state space 
of e/I, so there is a net (fa> of pure states of @/I with fa -+ h weak* in 
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(@/I)*. Since the (fa} and h h ave unique state extensions to 9, we see 
that fa -+ h weak* in @* as well. Thus h E P. 
In the representation space Hh of the cyclic representation nh asso- 
ciated with h there is a vector x0 E Hh for which (m(a) x,, , x0) = h(a) 
for a E a. By a standard Hilbert space theorem there is a self-adjoint 
operator c E ~~(a) for which m(a) = (crrh(u) x,, , x0) for all a E @. If 
b E g, m(b) = 0 = (cr@) x0, x,,} = (n,(b) x0, cx,,). But by hypo- 
thesis {7~~(b) x0 : b E g’> = {7jh(b) : b E .!?#‘> is dense in H,, , so that 
(x, cxJ = 0 for all x E H,, . Thus cxO = 0, so m = 0, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
A possible advantage of this theorem is that it is just as useful 
in the case where P consists of all states. In such a case Glimm’s 
Stone-Weierstrass Theorem reduces to an easy theorem of the 
Hahn-Banach type [6, p. 2281. 
The next theorem shows that for any C*-algebra % we at least have 
that the center of a and the center of % coincide. 
THEOREM 111.8. The center of @ and the center of 53 coincide. 
Proof. Let .Z(@) d enote the center of % and Z(g) denote the center 
of 9Y. We first show Z(a) C Z(e). If b E Z(g) and a E %, zb is a 
central element in zg, hence in x9?**. But z&9** = z%** by 111.2. 
Thus (&)(~a) = (~a)(&) = zbu = zub. Since @ -+ .z@ is a 
*-isomorphism, ub = bu, so b is central for @. Thus Z(B) C Z(%). 
To prove the theorem we need only prove that the primitive ideal 
space of % (Prim(%)) is homeomorphic to Prim ($Y), under the 
correspondence A ---f A n g for A E Prim (e). Granting that, the 
result follows from a theorem of Dauns and Hofmann [3, III, $51 which 
gives a canonical isomorphism between the algebra of all complex, 
bounded continuous function on Prim %! and Z(e) (and similarly for 
&9). Thus the following diagram commutes and (4) is an isomorphism 
onto. 
W) 
./\ 
z(a) C(Prim %) 
2 
(3) (2) / 
J 
C(Prim g!> 
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((1) and (3) are from [3, III, $51, (4) * f IS rom the first paragraph of this 
proof, and (2) will follow when we prove the asserted homeomorphism 
between Prim(&) and Prim($). 
Lemma III.4 shows that there is a 1-l correspondence between the 
closed two-sided ideals of % and those of a. By [6, p. 2231 if rr is an 
irreducible representation of @, then rr ) g is irreducible also. Thus 
A ---f A n g is a l-l (and onto [6, p. 2231) correspondence between 
Prim(%) and Prim(g). Let y : Prim % -+ Prim a by v(A) = A n g. 
Suppose K C Prim % is closed and A, E Prim(g) with A, E q(K) 
(closure of q(K)). Thus A, 1 fiAaeK (A, n c%?), so 
B n @(A,) n ( 0 A,) = 9 n ( 0 A,) . 
A,EK A,EK 
By the l-l correspondence between closed ideals of 4 and JA? 
mentioned above, 
So @tAO) ’ nA EK A, , so A,, E q(K). Thus 9) maps closed sets into 
closed sets, and >imilarly q-l does also. Thus v is a homeomorphism. 
Q.E.D. 
Kaplansky [13] p roved that &?# = @ whenever % was a G.C.R. 
algebra. It easily follows that if g is G.C.R., then @ is also; so 
Kaplansky’s result applies. We shall now prove that several other 
conditions of this type are sufficient to yield g = Q. 
THEOREM 111.9. If there is a norm one projection (p’ : % -+ ~3’) of %! 
onto &i?‘, then ~53 = @. 
Proof. Consider q~* : g’* --+ 9* the dual map of T. Since q~ is a 
norm one projection, y* has norm 1 as well. Thus if f E zg* with 
Ilf II = 1 and b E 9, v*(f)(b) = f (y(b)) = f (b). Thus F*(f )Ig = f 
and It drill d Ilf I/. S ince i* is isometric on .z%*, there is only one 
functional h E 9* with /I h jl < I/f 11 and h II = f; this functional h is 
in z&* and i*(h) = f. (If g E @* with i*(g) = f, then since z E @** 
we get i*(q) = zi*(g) = zf = f; thus II g II = II zg II + II z’g II > llf II 
unless (I x’g /I = 0.) H ence q*[(z.%‘*),] = (z@*h . But since (x4*), 
is weak* dense in @i * and q*(gi*) is weak* compact (since v* is 
weak* continuous and &?I* is weak* compact), we get that 
V*(@l*) = &i*. Thus y* is onto, so q~ is one to one, hence g = %. 
Q.E.D. 
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We use the abstract approach to W*-algebras as in [15]. 
THEOREM 111.10. If Q is u W*-algebra and 28 is a weak*closed 
subalgebra (i.e. a W*-subalgebra), then 99 = Q! if any of the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) 42 is Type I. 
(2) 3’ is Type I. 
(3) %! is$nite. 
(4) There is a set (pJneK of orthogonal %-Jinite projections in 9 
with VoleK pa = 1. 
Proof. (1) If & is Type I, let A C ‘Y/ be the C*-subalgebra 
generated by the abelian projections in 9. By [12, p. 4671 A is a 
two-sided ideal of Q, and it is weak* dense in % since Q is Type I. 
Claim that A is G.C.R. If r is an irreducible representation of A, and 
p E A is an abelian projection with n(p) # 0, then r(pAp) is abelian. 
Since A is irreducible, n(p) must be a one-dimensional projection. 
Thus by Sakai’s result [“On Type I C*-algebras”, Proc. Amer. Muth. 
Sot. 18 (1967), p. 8611, A is G.C.R. By [6, 11.1.51 &!?I A, so L@ = 42 
since ~8 is weak*closed. 
(2) If 9 is Type I, we show 9 is Type I and apply (1). Suppose 
?# is not Type I. Then there is a non-zero central projection p in % 
such that %p contains no non-zero abelian projections. By III.8, p E g; 
and pg is Type I, hence there is an abelian (for g) projection q EP&?. 
Hence qpS?q is abelian, so qpgqz is abelian, so qpB*“qz is abelian. 
But qp@*qz = qp%**qz which is thus abelian. Hence qp%qz is 
abelian and the isomorphism between @ and z% gives qp%q is abelian 
and a contradiction of the definition of p. 
(3) If @ is finite, the expectation map 9 : %! -+ ~8 has norm 1 [28] 
and is a projection. Thus III.9 gives that 9 = 9. 
(4) For each finite subset u C K, let pO = Va,, pa . Then p, is 
finite (for @) [15, p. 2.261 and p, E g’, so (3) applies to yield 
PO@PU = POBPO * Also for a E a, lim,p,ap,, = a (in the weak* 
topology) and p,ap, E J?J for each a. Thus a E 9, since g is weak* 
closed. Q.E.D. 
There are other theorems of the Stone-Weierstrass type available 
from the above techniques as well, too many for this paer. Most would 
probably be variations on those proved above. For example we can 
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prove that @ = .g whenever 9 + I is closed for each closes left 
ideal I of %, a variant of 111.3. Perhaps some new element is needed to 
establish that &? = 4 without additional hypotheses. 
IV. Two APPLICATIONS 
Here we use the techniques of Section II to give a characterization 
of those C*-algebras with separable dual spaces which is different from 
that of Tomiyama [17]. Also we shall show that consideration of the 
embedding of @ in @** will provide a partial answer to a question of 
Kadison [II, no. 181. 
As in [6, p. 291 let & denote the set of unitary equivalence classes of 
irreducible representations of ??J. @ shall be the u-envelope of % as 
defined by Davies [4] to be the smallest a-closed (closed under weak* 
sequential convergence) subspace of %** containing 9. In [4] 4 is 
shown to be a C*-algebra. The key theorem from [4] for present 
purposes is Theorem 3.2 which says that the map 4 ---f z@ is a 
+isomorphism. We shall also use the rest of Davies’ terminology. 
THEOREM IV.1. ??P is separable (and A2 * = 42’“) ;sf 4 is countable 
and each irreducible representation of @ is on a separable Hitbert space. 
Proof. If &* is separable, the conclusion is trivial. The assumption 
that & is countable and each irreducible representation of @ is on 
separable Hilbert space is equivalent to saying that x4?‘* is separable. 
This is true because each 7~ E & corresponds to a minimal projection 
in the center of z@**, the supremum of all the support projections of 
pure states giving canonical cyclic representations equivalent to 7~. The 
set of such projections {zzJ~=i is countable and z,%** is on separable 
Hilbert space by assumption; so zig* is separable. Thus a@* is 
separable. The converse also follows from the above remarks. 
Now that we assume a@* is separable there are many ways to 
complete the proof. We shall use the work of Davies [4] and Kadison 
[ZO]. By Theorem 3.2 of [4], @ -+ z@ is a u-isomorphism. Since z%!** 
is separable, [4, p. 1611 gives that the u-closure of z& is all of z%**. 
Thus @-- a@ = a‘&‘** is a o-isomorphism onto z%** since the 
range of a u-isomorphism is u-closed. 
We shall prove that ii/? is weak*closed in %!**, and hence that 
qy = ql**. This would mean z@** = a**, and hence %* is 
separable. By Lemma 1 of [ZO] we need only show that if {a,] C @+ 
is an increasing directed net with a, t a E ,a**, then a E 4. NOW {zae> 
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is an increasing directed net in z@**, and za, -+ xa weak*. Since z@* 
is separable and (za,> is bounded (0 < z%* < a), there is a sequence 
(a,} C {a,} with xa, + xa weak *. Since % ---f z& is a a-isomorphism 
there is b E %? with a, --t b and bz = az. Now 26 > za, for all 01, so 
b > a, for all a, thus b = a, so & is weak*closed. Q.E.D. 
In [II, no. 181 the following question is raised. 
“If F is a family of bounded self-adjoint operators let F” and F,Q 
be the sets of weak-operator limits of bounded monotone 
increasing and decreasing nets in F, respectively. With %!s, the 
self-adjoint operators in a C*-algebra %, is (4YFA)A)m = @l, ? Is 
(*-*((9q&)m **.)m = e;* (fi m e applications of the process of ‘t 
taking limits of monotone nets) ?” 
The following result provides some limits on the possibility of an 
affirmative answer. 
THEOREM IV.2. 1j %$z = (@TA), , then x%* = %*. 
Proof. Suppose %$z = Q” ( & and x%* # %*. Thus z’ = 1 -z # 0. 
If 2 E (%?4)m > then there must be a net (a,} C GPSA with a, t a E 4Y** 
and a >, z. But a > z implies lim, zu, = xa > z. We show that this 
means a > 1, hence z $ (@rA),n unless z = 1. 
Let K, = {f :f is a state and f (a,) < 6) where S = inf(f(u) : f is 
a state). Since the set of states of @ is weak*compact and u, f, each 
K, is non-void (as in 11.17) convex and compact. Since (K,) is a 
decreasing directed net, /\ K, = K is convex, compact and non-void. 
Just as in 11.17, K contains a pure state f. Thus 
f(a) = lim f(a,) = f(za) < 6, 
contradicting xa 2 x unless 6 = 1. Thus a > 1. Q.E.D. 
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